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Summer President’s Address

I was proud to see many leaders in the
field of driver rehabilitation presenting to
AOTA. Presenters included Miriam Monahan, Sherrilene Classen, Jennifer Womack,
Ann Dickerson, and Elin Schold-Davis,
just to name a few. Susan Pierce was recognized with the FOATA Award and Carol
Blackburn with the Award of Achievement
for their contributions to this field.
Elin Schold-Davis highlighted collabora-

AOTA had over 7,000 registered attendees who made their way through the Expo
Hall and the Transportation Zone where
our booth was located. The interest in
driver rehabilitation is strong in the western United States, northwest America and
outlying countries. ADED representatives

us at the conference. During this visit, I
met with Ford Foundation leadership and
Ford Mobility about a consultation project
with ADED. Look for more details in the
upcoming News Brake.

(continued on page 5)
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I was honored to be invited by the Assembly of Student Delegates and their Steering
Committee to present regarding the Collaboration of the OT/OTA Team in all areas of
practice, including driver rehabilitation. As
your president, I was invited to speak, then
voted in by a majority of ASD members.
ADED was introduced to approximately
500 new practitioners at this meeting.

tive projects that ADED and
met with stakeholders in the
AOTA are working on. We
industry. There are new alalso were invited to attend
liances still building which
a reception sponsored by
will be announced as soon
AAA. There we were introas the details are completed.
duced to the presidents of
The momentum is growing
Occupational Therapy Asbecause of dedicated service
sociations in other countries
from our board, gifted memwho are interested in driver
bers and executive director
rehabilitation. The presiof this organization-we are
dents of the Occupational
the recognized resource and
Therapy associations in Braauthority for driver rehabilizil, South Korea and Ireland
tation services.
Michele Luther-Krug
were introduced to us durADED was represented in
COTA/L, SCADCM,
ing this conference and have
Clinton Township, MichiCDRS, ROH
expressed an interest in our
gan, when I presented two
work. They have been insessions on Driver Rehabilitation in exvited to join us at the Annual Conference in change for a complimentary booth for
Columbus, Ohio. We all need to recognize ADED at the 2nd Annual Occupational
the work of Kathy Eastman, Marilyn Si- Therapy Conference: Advocate and Edudler, and Sandra Okada for their mentoring cate. AOTA, Michigan Vocational Rehaof these individuals. It was an honor to be bilitation, Michigan Occupational Therapy
introduced to these mentees that they read- Association and Mobility Works will be
ily embraced.
some of the other vendors exhibiting with
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Happy Summer Everyone! Hope that this
finds you each in good health and well into
a year of growth. It has been a very busy
year for your board of directors and me.
In April, Liz Green and I attended AOTA
in San Diego, CA. The conference highlighted the field of driver rehabilitation
with excellent educational sessions, poster
presentations and a substantial presence in
the Expo Center located in the designated
“Transportation Zone”.
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Editor’s Note— Comfort Zones
Penny: “OK, Sheldon, I think that
we should try to get you out of your
comfort zone.”
Sheldon: “Why would we do that?
It’s named for a reason.”

IN THIS ISSUE

From The Thespian Catalyst Season
4, Episode 14, The Big Bang Theory
I know you have heard the saying
get out of your comfort zone. I think
as driving specialists, we specialize
in this. The photo is from the GA/
SC ADED meeting (see article page
22). We had the opportunity to ride
in race cars driven by racers who
are paraplegic. The car I was riding in was
equipped with portable hand controls. This
was out of my comfort zone on so many
levels. I am not fond of going fast, and I
am not a fan of portable hand controls. I
just about whimpered when my driver
said, “We are going to follow Zeke (the
other driver) for one lap so I can see his
line, and then we will pass him and have
some real fun”. OMG! I have never been
over 100 mph before. It was a road course,
so there were hills and sharp curves; it was
hot; there were fumes, and I have to admit
I was more than a little green by the end.
I am glad I did it, and I have to admit the
guy was smooth. It only took a few minutes
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for me to unclench my fingers from the seat
once we stopped.
In our jobs we often have to ask clients to
get out of their comfort zones. We ask them
to try equipment they have never seen, drive
unfamiliar vehicles in unfamiliar areas and
submit to being watched and judged while
they drive. Sometimes dealing with the clients takes us out of our comfort zones. It
may be the phone call from a client with a
disability you have never heard of. It can
be the talk with the client and their family, where you have to break the news that
driving is not recommended. It can be addressing a community group to promote
driver rehab or selling yourself to potential
referral sources. Or it could be the client
(Continued on page 5)
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Greetings from the Executive Office
Greetings from the Executive
Office
Greetings ADED members! Our
37th Annual ADED Conference
& Exhibits is right around the
corner. Are you ready to make a
difference in your professional
life of accessible mobility?
In Columbus, Ohio we will
celebrate 37 years of coming
together to share, explore, learn
and network. The conference
team has been diligently
building a packed program
Liz Green
providing as many continuing
Executive Director
education hours as we can
possibly squeeze in. You will
definitely be getting your money’s worth of education this year!
The theme of conference this year is All Systems Go! and I can
assure you that the tradition of quality conference programming
continues. Katy Greene and Stacey Stevens are our tireless
conference team, and they are bringing to you a conference
filled with meaningful educational sessions, an excellent array of
exhibitors and many opportunities to earn continuing education
credits. We have a fine group of on-site volunteers and staff that
will be on hand to make sure your conference experience is
enjoyable.
Some highlights of conference that you won’t want to miss:
Keynote address: Nationally recognized professor of
Gerontology at the University of Massachusetts Boston, College
of Public and Community Service, Dr. Nina M. Silverstein will
be presenting: Keeping Older Drivers Mobile: When to Relearn,
Reassure, Rehab, Recommend and Refer. Dr. Silverstein is a
Fellow of the Gerontological Society of America and a published
author with works focusing on the topic of dementia and the
social impact of Alzheimer’s dementia. We are thrilled that she
will be our keynote speaker this year!
Saturday Night Product Demonstrations: Whether you have
signed up for the 2-day courses, pre-conference workshops
or are coming only for conference, you are invited to join us
in the Exhibit Hall for Saturday Night Product Demonstration.
These product demos are provided by our Gold Level Vendors
who are excited to share with you the new innovations in their
product lines as well as help you problem-solve any special cases
you may be currently working on. Presentations will be made
by: Braun, Bruno, MPS, Q’Straint, Sure Grip and VMI. Three
contact hours are offered for this event.
Soap Box Sessions: Mini-seminars held in the exhibit hall are
conducted by driver rehabilitation specialists in partnership with
exhibit hall vendors. These seminars will offer the attendee a
closer look at the practical application of manufacturer products
in every day driver rehabilitation service delivery. Up to two
contact hours offered for this event.
Mentor Program: The Mentor Program is offered to all first
time attendees (aka: VIP’s) and experienced driver rehabilitation
specialists and mobility equipment dealers. If you are unfamiliar
with the program, please refer to the article in this edition. We
are encouraging all first and second time attendees to participate.
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Even if you aren’t a “newbie” to conference, but would like
to take advantage of a mentorship with an experienced driver
rehabilitation specialist and mobility equipment dealer team, we
would love to have you sign up for the program.
Silent Auction: There will be a great selection of items to
bid on at this year’s Silent Auction. Proceeds from the silent
auction benefit ADED members by covering the cost of ADED
course registration fees through the ADED Memorial Fund.
ADED offers five scholarships per course offering, so we need
your participation to ensure that funds are available for our
membership. Through your generous contributions, our silent
auction continues to be a popular, if slightly raucous event each
year. Please consider donating to the silent auction, and be sure
to plan on joining in on the fun!
Scholarships: In addition to the scholarships awarded through
the ADED Memorial Fund, additional scholarship opportunities
are also available to members:
• Through generous contributions from the Adaptive Driving
Alliance, qualified driver rehabilitation specialists will earn
scholarship assistance to financially support their trip to
conference and sit for the CDRS examination. A heartfelt
“thank you” goes to the ADA board, Victoria Krull and Paul
Musso for their continued support of driver rehabilitation
specialists and commitment to our common goal of increasing
the numbers of CDRS’s.
• Spirit of Crescent Industries Scholarship is provided
through generous donations from our corporate and mobility
equipment dealer members! Through generous donations from
Crescent Industries, MPS Corporation, R&R Mobility, United
Access, Superior Van and B&D Independence a total of seven
scholarships are awarded for ADED members attending 2013
conference.
• NEW! Through a generous grant from the Paralyzed Veterans
of America Education Foundation (PVA), ADED is able to
offer additional scholarship assistance to practitioners in areas
of need, new or emerging practitioners and those working with
veterans. The PVA has awarded $15,000 to ADED to support
this scholarship program.
Registration: Membership discount for registration makes
attending conference the biggest “bang for your buck”. For
example, the $500.00 conference-only registration fee allows
you to earn up to 17 continuing education hours, complimentary
continental breakfasts, sponsored nutrition breaks, exhibit hall
reception meal and lunches, not to mention an exciting awards
banquet. We have negotiated reduced rates at the Hyatt Regency
Columbus, and you are encouraged to ask for the ADED rate
when booking your rooms. Add the “perks” with the educational
opportunities, and you will see that your education dollars are
going a long way. Membership allows you to bundle conference
with two-day courses or with one-day pre-conference workshops,
saving even more money and earning even more continuing
education hours. I sincerely hope you will make the investment
in your continued growth and expertise in the field of driver
rehabilitation. There is always something new to learn, and there
are always new professionals in the field to mentor.
VISIT THE EXHIBIT HALL! Our corporate sponsors and
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From the Executive Office (continued)
exhibitors have been extremely supportive of the ADED
conference and have demonstrated that support by reserving
exhibit space and through generous sponsorship donations. They
recognize the value of joining you at conference, exhibiting their
products and financially sponsoring conference activity. We
simply could not put on the type of program that you expect,
with the quality that you deserve and depend on, without these
companies. We cannot thank these generous leaders of the
industry enough. Be sure to show your support and gratitude by
visiting their booths in the exhibit hall and taking the time to learn
about their products; your clients will benefit by the information
you gather in the exhibit hall.
With All Systems Go!, ADED is the leader in the driver
rehabilitation industry providing quality education, networking

with experts in the adaptive driving technology world and
learning from highly experienced colleagues in the field. This is
quite simply an event that you cannot afford to miss.
I look forward to seeing YOU in Columbus!

Sincerely,
Liz Green, Executive Director

See you in Columbus
August 18-20, 2013

President’s Address (continued)
Please welcome new board member at large, Dean Robertson, who
has graciously accepted appointment to the vacancy created when
Holly Alexander resigned due to personal family concerns. Dean
Robertson was the second runner-up in the election for this position back in October 2012. He will make an excellent addition to
our Board.
We thank Holly for her dedicated service to date and will keep her
and her family in our prayers. Matt Abisamra has agreed to take on
the responsibilities of the AOTA Pathways project which Holly has
worked on with AOTA.
As we look forward and reflect on conversations with other members, educational sessions that have inspired us, and innovative

NewsBrake

techniques we were introduced to because of the work our organization and sister organizations like NMEDA, AOTA, ADA,
DSAA, AAA and ADTSEA, please show your gratitude with a
commitment. You commitment could be to volunteer for leadership opportunities by giving back to ADED. You may also choose
to recognize another member by nominating him or her for an
award of recognition this year. You may also decide to mentor a
new member or someone who is deciding to specialize in an area
you are more familiar with. Maybe it is time for you to answer a
call for papers or to author an article. We are ADED, the Association of Driver Rehabilitation Specialists because of our diverse
backgrounds, willingness to serve and dedication to those whom
we serve.

Summer 2013
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ADED Receives $15,000 Grant Award from
Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA)
ADED has been awarded a $15,000 education grant award from
the Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA). The funding is supported by Grant #716 from the PVA Education Foundation. The
organization intends to use the grant funding to attract, train, and
educate practitioners in the field of driver rehabilitation, particularly driver rehabilitation specialists (DRS).
A driver rehabilitation specialist (DRS) is a health care or driver
education practitioner who has completed additional training and
education in the field of driver rehabilitation and provides driver
evaluation, adaptive driving training, and transportation consultation services.
According to ADED Executive Director Elizabeth Green, OTR/L,
CDRS, the majority of the grant will be used for a total of 18 scholarships of $750 each for driver rehabilitation practitioners and
those working with disabled veterans to attend the ADED Annual
Conference and Exhibits.
During the ADED Conference and Exhibits, attendees receive
broad exposure to education, training, hands-on learning, and
networking opportunities centered on enhancing their knowledge
base in the field of driver rehabilitation. An exam is also offered
immediately following the conclusion of the annual conference to
receive credentials as a Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialist
(CDRS). CDRS credentials are given to those professionals who
meet
education
and
experience
criteria
and
who3 column
have successfully
ADED
2012 Color
3 column
ad_ADED
2012
Color
ad 11/16/12

passed the CDRS certification examination.
In reference to the PVA grant award, ADED’s Green stated: “Driving is a critical link to independence in terms of work, family, and
leisure, and is a large component of quality of life for many individuals. Paralysis often results in an inability to drive a vehicle.
However, the driver may have options available. The services of a
DRS are often necessary to evaluate the driver’s capabilities and
identify the specific types and styles of adaptive driving equipment
necessary to getting back on the road. This service is customized to
each driver, and driver rehabilitation is required before modifications can be made to the driver’s vehicle. The DRS is key to this
process.”
“Unfortunately, there are many areas of the country where there
are no trained specialists available, or too few to serve the population,” Green continued. “With generous funding from the PVA,
this grant project is designed to attract, train and educate practitioners who can provide this valuable service in areas where there is
an urgent need. ADED’s focus is to increase the knowledge base
of those already in the field, and to attract new practitioners to the
places they are needed the most.”
Professional fields represented within the ADED membership
include: driver education/training; kinesiotherapy; occupational
therapy; speech-language pathology; physical therapy; rehabili12:14 PM Page 1
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Providing Mobility for the Physically Challenged Since 1952!

Foot Steering
Wheelchair Lifts
Horizontal Steering
Left Foot Gas Pedals

Drive-Master and IDS are changing the future of modified steering in
electric steering systems. Our product development teams have spent
many hours investigating various systems and methods to develop and
produce a reliable modification with a backup system. After the design
and testing of several prototype models, we developed the exclusive
method to modify the electric steering so that infinite efforts can be
achieved. After this development we discovered that other driving
products could be produced.
• Easily connects to the CAN/LIN connector in all vehicles
• Activates ALL OEM vehicle secondaries found in the OEM computer
• Secondaries not in the CAN/LIN will have a wire in module
• Adjustable mounts for client comfort and range of motion
• Touch sensitive screen easily activates on touch with cuff, glove,
or pointer. Not heat sensitive
All of the equipment has been fully tested, documented and passed all
the required FMVSS and SAE testing. We are proud to introduce and
display the full line along with evaluator training tools for the Toyota
Sienna Van and other vehicles.

Hand Controls

Reduced Effort Steering

Complete Van Conversions
Steering Devices
Pedal Extensions
Backup Brakes & Steering Reduced Effort Braking

Drive-Master Co., Inc.

37 Daniel Road West, Fairfield, NJ 07004-2521
Phone: (973) 808-9709 • Fax: (973) 808-9713
E-mail: drivemaster@drivemaster.net
Web: www.drive-master.com

Full vehicle quotes available. Call Drive-Master at 973-808-9709 or email peter@drivemaster.net
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tation engineering; rehabilitation specialists; rehabilitation technology; vocational rehabilitation; and equipment manufacturers/
dealers.
ABOUT PVA: Founded in 1946, the Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) is the only congressionally chartered veterans service
organization dedicated solely for the benefit and representation of
individuals with spinal cord injury or disease. PVA is a dynamic,
broad-based organization with more than 19,000 members in 50
states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. To learn more
about the PVA, visit its website at www.pva.org.

ADED—marketing events 2013
Boston, MA			

September 20-22, 2013

Abilities Expo
For more than 30 years, Abilities Expo has also provided an excellent forum for companies with disability products and services to
reach out and enhance the lives of this Community.
Visit Abilities Expo Website at: http://www.abilitiesexpo.
com
New Orleans, LA		

November 6-9, 2013

The Driving School Association of the Americas-Annual
Conference
DSAA members and industry supporters gather annually for continuing education and networking with the goal of improving driver safety and encouraging professional ethics in the industry.

New Board Member
Dean Robertson, CDRS,
Member at Large
I am the coordinator
of the Driver Rehab
Program located at the
GF Strong Rehab Centre
in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada and
moonlight with Access
Driver Rehab Specialists
on the side along with
my wife Dianna. I am a
CDRS and have been an
ADED member for over a decade. I have two
children Kevin (28 yrs.) and Claire (21 yrs.)
and one grandson Quentin (5 yrs.). I look
forward to giving back to the association in
the position of «Member at Large».

Thank You to Holly Alexander for her years
of service as Board Member at Large

Visit DSAA website at: www.thedsaa.org

REACTION TIMER

Editor’s Note—
Comfort Zones (continued from page 3)
who contests your recommendations and wants you to justify the
validity of the tests you administered. I can’t count the number of
times clients have asked if they were scaring me during an on-road
assessment. I am not sure if they think they will feel better if they
know I am out of my comfort zone or still in it.
I want to challenge you to step out of your comfort zone this year
and to redefine it. Try something new. Go to a session on research
so you can back up what you know or find out a better way to test
that has more evidence. Talk to the manufacturers, and learn about
at least one piece of equipment you are not already using. Introduce yourself to people at conference. Network. Believe me, you
will find ADED members to be an inviting group. I remember my
first conference 17 years ago in Dallas. I did not know anyone, so
I just attached myself to the first group I found. I later discovered I
was having dinner with the ADED board of directors. Look where
that got me.
If you are an experienced practitioner, write an article for News
Brake. Do a poster session. Develop an idea for a presentation for
ADED or NMEDA. Join a committee. Become a mentor. Believe
me, you know more than you think, and you have something to
share. Get out of your comfort zone; it is the only way to grow,
even if it makes you a little nauseous. Zoom! Zoom!

Totally Silent
Solid State Electronics
User Friendly
Current Norms

Advanced erapy Products, Inc.

I look forward to seeing you in Columbus.

1.800.548.4550
www.atpwork.com

Beth Anderson Gibson OTR/L, CDRS
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ADED attends AOTA Conference and Expo

San Diego, CA. ADED President, Michele
Luther-Krug, and Executive Director,
Elizabeth Green, attended the American
Occupational Therapy Association’s 93rd
Annual Conference and Expo, April 2528, 2013. ADED hosted a booth, shared
with NMEDA, in the Expo’s Transportation Zone. This special section of the Expo
included other vendors that relate to community mobility and driver rehabilitation
and evaluation. Attendance at the conference was over 7,000, plus over 350 exhibitors. Interest in the ADED/NMEDA booth
ranged from students interested in the field,
experienced occupational therapists investigating options to join the field, and generalist occupational therapists searching for

8

resources for their
clientele. California
chapter
members
were on hand to assist in the exhibit
booth.
Seminars of interest to driver rehabilitation specialists
and generalist occupational
therapists were available.
Some of these seminars offered included:
Predictors of Simulated Driving Performance in Adolescents With Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Autism
Spectrum Disorder (Sherrilene Classen,

Summer 2013

PhD, MPH, OTR/L, FAOTA and Miriam
Monahan, MS, OTR/L CDRS, CDI), Older Driver Initiative Update (Elin Schold
Davis, OTR/L, CDRS and panel), and
Reimbursable Triage to Address Driving
and Community Mobility as an IADL in

NewsBrake

the Generalist Setting (Elin Schold Davis,
OTR/L, CDRS and panel), Predictors of
On-Road Outcomes in Drivers with Parkinson’s Disease (Sherrilene Classen, PhD,
MPH, OTR/L, FAOTA and Miriam Monahan, MS, OTR/L CDRS, CDI). There were
also 14 poster presentations dedicated to
driving and community mobility.
In a special awards and recognition ceremony, members of the occupational ther-

NewsBrake

apy community were recognized for their
contributions to the profession. Some of
those recognized are also influential leaders in the driver rehabilitation industry and
members of ADED. 2013 Service Commendations recognized individual AOTA
members who have provided service to the
association. ADED members that received
service commendations include: Charles
D. Allison, MS, OTR/L, ATP, CDRS; Anne
E. Dickerson, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA; Amy

Summer 2013

K. Lane, OTR/L, CDRS; Susan L. Pieirce,
OTR/L, SCDCM, CDRS; and Susan L.
Touchinsky, OTR/L, CDRS. For her excellent contributions in driving and community mobility, Carol Blackburn, OTR/L,
CDRS, was awarded with a Recognition
of Achievement Award. For her excellent
contributions in driving and community
mobility, Susan L. Pierce, OTR/L, SCDCM, CDRS, was inducted into the AOTA
Roster of Fellows.
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“The Buzz”
by Mark Lore Strickland, 80% of all crashes are caused ly reduce the severity of these emergency
Brake Override Systems
Coming Soon
Hyundai recently announced that brake
override systems will be standard equipment on all 2014 models. Some industry
experts claim their announcement is directed at Toyota, who is currently fighting
unintended acceleration cases throughout
the country. A brake override system will
release the throttle when the brake is applied, technically making unintended acceleration impossible.

-carsafetynews.org May 2013

Author’s note: These systems should help
the mobility industry, since many claims
that the hand controls “stuck” usually have
no merit, but cost everyone in the industry
money. With these override systems, it will
be more difficult to create situations of simultaneous gas and brake actuation.

************
Accidents cut by 64%!?
According to NHTSA administrator, David

by driver error. Strickland also believes
that new crash avoidance technology on
cars, such as lane departure recognition
and forward collision warnings will cut
these accidents by up to 80%. If all of this
really works as intended, we should see a
reduction in crashes by over 60%, once all
cars are equipped with this technology, and
drivers are trained on how best to use it!
-autosafety.org May 2013

************
Must-Have Gear to
Always Be Prepared
Being prepared for roadside emergencies
will help you get back on the road faster,
allow you to help other stranded motorists,
and with our clientele, possibly even save a
life! Even if you have roadside assistance
from a third party, it could take hours for
help to arrive. Extreme heat, cold, or other
weather could take a vehicle break-down
from an inconvenience to a life-threatening
situation. Carrying the following equipment at all times, and making sure it is always in good working order, can drastical-

situations:

Essential Fluids – Motor oil, wiper fluid,
and antifreeze should be kept in leak-proof
containers, and everyone should know how
to put these into the vehicle.
Backup Power – Extreme temperatures
can be hard on a vehicle’s battery, so take
a portable power pack for emergency jump
starts. Some portable power options include a portable air compressor, and this
piece of equipment can also be used to inflate flat tires when needed.
Extra Hoses – Replacing certain hoses
are relatively easy, and a blown hose can
strand a vehicle in a New York minute.
Even if you have roadside assistance, there
is a good chance they won’t have hoses on
hand for your vehicle. If you drive in extreme conditions, tow, or have high mileage, extra hoses can be a life saver.
Portable Auto Heater/Defroster – Changing
weather conditions can cause extra condensation to form on the inside windows of the
vehicle, and driving without heat in subfreezing temperatures can ruin your day.

Crescent Industries
191 Washington Street | Auburn, ME 04210
207-777-3500 | fax 207-777-3522
sales@crescentindustries.com

State-of-the-Art Adaptive Vehicle Control Products
Crescent
Industries
has
been
manufacturing reliable vehicle control
products for many years from complete
systems to an individual relay pack to help
with the small jobs.
At Crescent, we never lose sight of our
mission . . . to help others.
We believe in handing a person the key
to unlock the door of dependency and to
enter the world of independence.
We have a Can Do attitude!

VoiceScan—Activate a switch and a voice
announces your functions such as wipers, horn,
lights, etc. When you hear the desired function,
activate again to select.
Command 16—A

16 switch
lighted Electronic Console to control
the secondary functions of your
vehicle such as lights, ignition,
windows, heater fan, wipers, and other
accessory controls.

Remote
Controls—Remote
controls for all wheelchair lifts including
Ricon, Crow River, Braun, Mobil-Tech, I,M,S, and
others. They can be purchased with magnetic entry
and dash controls
Magnetic Entries—available for all lifts.

12
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“The Buzz”
Pack a portable heater/defroster that can
plug into your vehicle’s 12-volt power outlet to keep you safer and more comfortable
should the need arise.
Multipurpose Tool Kit – Any good kit will
give you tools to tighten or fix a wide variety of items. Make sure this kit has a good
flashlight, flares, and other safety related
items.
-carjunky.com May 2013
Author’s note: As a diabetic, I keep juice
and non-perishable food items in the trunk,
should my sugar get low. I also always keep
jumper cables, an umbrella, and an extra
jacket. I have used all of those items at one
point in time. (I try to keep my golf clubs
too, in the event an “emergency” situation
arises.)

************
Get New Technology on
Older Cars
Until recently, if you wanted forward collision and lane departure warning systems
on your vehicle, you had to buy a new one.
However, now Mobileye has come out with
an aftermarket system that can be installed

on any vehicle. The Mobileye 560 uses a
single camera mounted behind the rearview
mirror to monitor lane departure, impending forward collision, high-beam headlight
control, and even reads speed limit signs
and will notify you if your speed exceeds
the user-set threshold for excessive speed.
Consumer Reports claims that in initial
testing, the system worked as advertised,
and costs about $850 plus installation.
-consumerreports.org May 2013

************
NHTSA on the Wrong Side
of Safety?
R. Andrew Hicks, A Drexel University
math professor, has invented driver’s side
mirror that eliminates the dangerous blind
spot that traditional automotive mirrors
contain. Despite this potentially life-saving
technology, federal regulators are preventing car manufacturers from using this new
invention.
The new mirror gives a 45-degree field of
view, compared to standard flat mirrors that
give only about a 15 degree field. According to Drexel, here is how it works: “Imag-

CLOCK CONVERSIONS

ine that the mirror’s surface is made up of
many smaller mirrors, each turned to different angles, like a disco ball. The algorithm
is a set of calculations to manipulate the
direction of each face of the metaphorical
disco ball so that each ray of light bouncing
off the mirror shows the driver a wide, but
not too distorted, picture of the scene behind them.” This new mirror does not give
the distorted fish-eye view that plagues
simple curved mirrors. The problem with
adoption of this ingenious invention is that
current regulations require flat mirrors,
which were put in place to offset the dubious advantage given by curved mirrors.
Technically, Hicks’ mirror is not “flat”.
As it is now, drivers could buy and install
Hicks’ new mirror, but regulators need to
change the standards to allow OEMs to
install them when the vehicle is manufactured.
-openmarket.org June 2012

************

Mark Lore is a 25+ year industry insider
who does consulting for the mobility industry. You can reach him at marklore713@
gmail.com”

SO MANY PRODUCTS TO OFFER, SO EASY FOR YOU!

(800) 732
732--5625

ACCESSATOP

LOWERED FLOORS

NEED INFORMATION FOR AN EVAL?

RAISED ROOF AND DOORS
TRANSIT CONNECT

ACCESSASEAT

WWW.CLOCKCONVERSIONS.COM
NewsBrake
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SO MANY PRODUCTS TO OFFER, SO EASY FOR YOU!

Manufacturers’ Corner
OMNI LINE OF ANCHORAGES ANNOUNCED BY
Q’STRAINT AND SURE-LOK
New Line of Tracks and Pockets Gives
Operators the Flexibility to
Use Securements from Either Brand
Q’Straint and Sure-Lok are jointly
announcing the availability of a new line
of anchorages that gives operators the
flexibility to use securements from either
brand. This means that properties will
be able to mix and match retractors and
manual belts from both Q’Straint and SureLok simply by using OMNI Floor Anchor
Systems. Designed for agencies that
require total flexibility in a mixed-brand
environment, the OMNI line takes the guess
work out of securing passengers in school
bus, para-transit, wheelchair accessible
vehicles, community transport, ambulance
or non-emergency transportation vehicles.
It has always been recommended that tiedowns match with the brand of their floor
anchorages. Now, with the OMNI series,
operators can reduce their liability and
know that this new line of products has
been tested and certified for both Q’Straint
and Sure-Lok systems.
“Operators can now feel at ease whenever
there is a chance that retractors and belts
from both Sure-Lok and Q’Straint are at a
property, plus it gives them the flexibility
to source from both manufacturers,” said
Bob Joseph, Q’Straint VP of Business

Development. “There are thousands of
properties that have retractors and manual
belts from both Q’Straint and Sure-Lok and
by using OMNI anchorages operators no
longer have to brand match the track and
pockets.”
All OMNI Floor Anchor Systems feature
stainless steel or aluminum materials
designed for demanding transportation
environments. Aluminum L-Track is the
most widely used floor anchorage in the
transportation industry, offering superior
strength and corrosion resistance. Installing
L-Track provides maximum flexibility to
accommodate many different wheelchair
positions. OMNI L-Track is an aluminum
alloy (6061-T6) and can be configured in
custom lengths and drill patterns.
The OMNI line includes three different
profiles of L-Track (regular, flanged and
angled) and is offered in standard lengths
of 100 inches. The L-Track pockets that are
available include a recessed version with a
hinged cover, a flush model that is designed
to be recessed in the floor, and an oval
pocket with a sleek design that minimizes
tripping and interference with wheelchair
casters. All are single bolt installation
and feature high quality stainless steel
construction to prevent corrosion even in
the harshest of transit environments.
The Slide ‘N Click anchorage is now an
OMNI compatible product. Slide ‘N Click’s
360 degree design eliminates any need for
alignment and makes it virtually foolproof

for the operator. When using a Q’Straint
QRT MAX, Deluxe or the Sure-Lok Titan
Series, one hand is all that is needed to
attach or remove tie-downs, thanks to the
easy-to-use, positive locking plunger.
“It is all about compatibility and liability.
By installing OMNI track, we know
that the buses we are providing to our
customers can use both Q’Straint and SureLok retractors without worry about safety
and potential legal exposure. This is the
universal solution we have been looking
for,” said Tony Matijevich, president with
Creative Bus Sales.
OMNI Products Have Been Tested to Meet
the Following Standards:
- Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
“Accessibility Specifications for
Transportation Vehicles”
- Applicable NHTSA Federal Motor
Vehicles Safety Standards
- RESNA Vol. 4, Sec.18 Formerly
SAEJ2249 - Recommended Practice
– Wheelchair Tie-down and Occupant
Restraint Systems for use in Motor
Vehicles
- ISO 10542 - Technical Systems and Aids
for Disabled or Handicapped Persons
- Wheelchair Tie-down and Occupant
Restraint Systems
- Canadian Standard Association (CSA) “Mobility Aid and Occupant Restraint
(MASOR) systems”

Para-Athlete Victoria Arlen Named Q’Straint Brand Ambassador
Victoria Arlen, a gold medal winning paraathlete swimmer who was recently chosen to participate in the 2013 International
Paralympic Committee Swimming World
Championships in Montreal in August,
has been named a brand ambassador for
Q’Straint, which develops safety solutions
for wheelchair passenger transportation.
The announcement was made during National Mobility Awareness Month.
Arlen will appear in Q’Straint ads in national
trade publications. “Our mission is to ensure
that people in wheelchairs are able to safely
get wherever they are going whether it is on
public transportation, taxi or their personal
vehicle,” said Dan Bruck, Q’Straint marketing manager. “Victoria is an amazing young
lady who has overcome incredible odds during her life to become a very successful para-athlete. We are honored to have someone
with her dedication, poise and determination
as our brand advocate.”
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Paralyzed at age 11 due to transverse myelitis, a rare viral disease,
Arlen spent nearly two
years in a coma. Today
she is a star para-athlete
swimmer. During the
games last summer in
London, Arlen won gold
in the 100 meter freestyle and a silver medal
in the 50 meter freestyle,
400 meter freestyle and
4x100 meter freestyle
medley. She is the world
record holder in the 100
and 400 meter freestyle
and holds the American
record in the 50 meter
breaststroke and 100,
200 and 400 meter freestyle and Pan Am record
in the 100 meter breast-

Summer 2013

stroke and 400 meter freestyle.
Transportation vehicles
serving the para-athletes
during last summer’s
games in London were
outfitted with Q’Straint
products. In addition,
Arlen’s personal mobility vehicle is equipped
with Q’Straint retractors.
“The independence that
Q’Straint provides from
a security and safety
perspective means so
much to those of us in
wheelchairs and offers
the highest level of reassurance for our families.
I’m excited to be part of
their team,” said Arlen.
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Optec Vision Testers

From the Leaders in Vision Screening

ADED Annual Conference Special
Purchase your Optec® Vision Tester
by September 30, 2013
and receive a discount of

15% OFF

*mention code: newsbrake13

Ideal for Occupational Therapy,
VA Hospitals and Driver Rehabilitation Programs

News from the
Research Committee
The ADED Research Committee was thrilled with the response to our first Call for Posters. In this first year with a
poster presentation, we will be exhibiting 13 projects representing research performed in the United States, Canada,
Brazil and Japan. All are interesting topics that will advance evidence-based practice in the field of Driver Rehabilitation. The poster presentations will take place as part
of the Soap Box Session event in Columbus. Make sure to
stop by and learn what your colleagues have been researching and how it can affect your practice. We are hoping that
you catch the bug and start your own research projects to
exhibit in 2014! Thanks to all who submitted posters.

Mentor Program - We
Need You!
ADED will once again offer a Mentor Program at the 2013 Conference and Exhibits in Columbus, Ohio. The Mentor Program pairs
attendees who are new to the conference and/or new to the field
of Driver Rehabilitation with experienced specialists. The commitment for specialists is to spend time with their mentee in the
exhibit hall answering questions and explaining how equipment is
used, as well as to help them plan the best workshops or seminars
to attend in order to get the most out of the conference. Our hope is
that the connection will last after conference as well through email
or phone contact. Contact hours toward certification renewal will
again be granted for all mentors (up to 3 hours).
If you are coming to Columbus, please consider donating some of
your time to this important program. One of ADED’s goals is to
increase our membership and the number of specialists providing
driver rehabilitation throughout the country. Personal relationships
are what keep most of us coming back.

Your old vision testing equipment and

a $250.00 manufacturer rebate when
TRADE-IN receive
you purchase a new Optec® Vision Tester

Questions about the program can be directed to Beth Rolland,
ADED Board Member at Large: brolland@kessler.rehab.com.
Hope to see you in Columbus!

Chapter news – KY, TN, WV Chapter

®

STEREO OPTICAL
www.StereoOptical.com | Sales@StereoOptical.com | +1.773.867.0380
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If you are thinking of attending your first or second ADED conference this year, sign up for the Mentor Program early! We try to
match mentors and mentees well before the conference so connections can be made before you arrive. Organizers need to know how
many mentors are required, so don’t be shy. Let us know you’d
like to participate. This keeps us from scrambling on the first day
of conference to find you a match.

The meeting was held in Lexington, KY at Superior Van and
Mobility. Guests speakers included Gina Lewis with Adapt
Solutions and Brendan Healy of Q’Straint. Superior Van and
Mobility provided breakfast, and Q’Straint provided lunch.
Consumers brought their modified vehicles and demonstrated
their transfers, loading systems and driving equipment. Attendees
received 4 CEU’s for their attendance to the presentations. The
next chapter meeting will be in October, date TBA. Thank you to
both speakers and to Superior Van and Mobility for hosting.

Summer 2013
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Q.

What Do You Call America’s Best Outside Vehicle Lift…
After it’s been Redesigned to be Lighter, Stronger and Smoother?

A. The Out-Sider !
®

Lots of Improvements!

28 ½”

Widest Standard Platform
in the Industry

Improved Swing-Away

Optional Simplified
Brake Light

Plus many more!
Bruno Independent Living Aids
1-800-462-0664 • www.bruno.com
code: ADEDNEWS0513

NewsBrake
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ADED MENTOR PROGRAM
Purpose: To establish a network that will provide an opportunity for experienced

New Attendee
Orientation
Sunday August 18

members to meet newer members (1st or 2nd time ADED attendees) with a goal of
welcoming, mentoring, and integrating them into the Association. It is expected
that with mentoring, new members would have a positive first experience with
ADED, therefore increasing the likelihood of greater participation and longevity.
Additionally, the more experienced members would continue to develop their skills
as they interact with those with less experience.
Benefit: The most immediate benefit would be establishing a sense of belonging.
Longer term benefits would include building an informal network within the organization that would include
members from the various professional backgrounds, increasing membership longevity, and offering a way for
more experienced members to “give back” to ADED.
Process: The mentor will be a member from the field of driver rehabilitation. Certification as a CDRS is not a
requirement. Every effort will be made to help the new member establish contact with a Mobility Equipment
Dealer in their geographical area.
Responsibilities: The purpose of the Mentoring Program is not to require an intense, long term teaching/
training period, but rather to be a resource person while the newer member becomes familiar with ADED as an
organization.

The mentors will be asked to:
¡ Communicate with the new member prior to the Conference if possible and share their contact information for
¡
¡
¡
¡

Sign up
now!

future reference.

Make plans to meet them at breakfast on the first morning of the Conference to introduce themselves and other
members, then attend the Opening General Session with them.
Offer guidance in helping them select the workshops that might be beneficial to them and their program.
Commit to going through the Exhibit Hall with them and helping them understand the various types of
equipment applications.
Be willing to field follow up calls during the following year. Refer them to other members as appropriate.

ADED MENTOR PROGRAM REGISTRATION
Choose One:

____New Member: I am a: ___ 1st time ___ 2nd time ADED Conference attendee and would like to

take advantage of the ADED Mentor Program.

____Mentor: I would like to be on a mentoring team and be assigned a New Attendee at conference.
Name:
_________________________________________
Company: _______________________________________
Address: _______________________________________
_______________________________________
E-mail:
I plan to attend the following :
(check all that apply)

___ 2-day ADED Education Course (Fri & Sat)
___ Full-day Workshop (Sat)
___ ADED Conference (Sun – Tues)

Phone: ___________________
Fax: ___________________
Fax registration to:
828-855-1672

My background is in:

___ Driver Education
___ Rehabilitation
___ Mobility Equipment
___ Other (specify) ________________

12
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It is time to get ready for the ADED
board elections. Have you thought
about running for the ADED board,
but didn’t know what was involved
or what qualifications are needed?

2014

At ADED Conference, there will be
a Board Development
Informational Meeting to answer
these questions.

ADED
Board
S e e k in g
n o m in a ti o n s !

For more information:
E-mail: info@aded.net
Position descriptions and consent to run forms are
available online: www.aded.net
NewsBrake
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We are seeking individuals
interested in being part of
the ADED leadership:


President–Elect



Treasurer



Board Member at Large



Mobility Equipment Dealer

With exception of PresidentElect, all positions are a 2 year
term. President-Elect term
runs 3 years through the
President-Elect, President and
Past President terms.
Service on the board of
directors earns you contact
hours toward CDRS renewal.
Your service on the ADED
board of directors is a worthy
and worthwhile service to our
community.
19

Abigail Carter

Abigail Carter has been in a wheelchair for
close to 30 years. Despite that, she works
at the Lexington Rescue Mission and helps
people who are struggling in poverty. See her
full story on the NMEDA website.

Jeff Scott

On April 11, 2010, Jeff lost his independence.
When he woke up from a life altering
snowboard accident, his able body and
independent life became a memory and a
pipe dream. After the swelling from his
fractured C1 vertebrae set in, he couldn’t
even breathe on his own. The unforeseen
question about independence became his
reality. See his story to learn how his journey
leads to the founding of the Live It Love It
Foundation (LILI) which has the goal of
empowering individuals through adaptive
adventure. In his application Jeff said, “It
became apparent to me how important it is
to find the edge of your comfort zone and
challenge it.”

www.acemobility.us

Steve Herbst

Lifetime Palatine, IL resident Steve
Herbst’s story of resilience is fascinating
and inspirational. Steve was paralyzed after
being tackled in 1980 while playing football
at Palatine High School. He severed his
spinal cord at the C5/6 level and became a
quadriplegic. Thousands in his community
look to Steve as a local hero. Aside from his
full time job, Steve has been a committed
civil servant ever since his injury. He works
with multiple community organizations and
coaches several sports. Unfortunately, his
disability has progressed, prohibiting him
from driving using his current hand controls.
A new van, outfitted with the controls that
are necessary, will keep Steve active in his
community, helping improve the lives of
others. Steve’s motto: “Life is 10% what
happens to a person, and $90% of how one
chooses to react and respond. I really believe
that and choose to live by that ethic.”

877.ACE.5301
> Co n ta c t u s fo r i nfo r m a t i o n o r d e m o n st ra t i o n
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CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS
NMEDA ANNUAL CONFERENCE-Reno, Nevada
Conference: February 5-7, 2014 Pre-conference
ADED Workshops: February 4, 2014

ADED is seeking dynamic and knowledgeable speakers to present at NMEDA 2014!

Seminars offered: ADED offers two 3 hour seminars pre-conference and one 3 hour seminar during NMEDA
conference as part of their Associate Member Series. Submissions for seminars must be for 3 hour program.

Seminar date options:
Pre-conference (2/04/14)
Associate Member Series (2/05/14)
Honorarium offered: $500.00 Honorariums are offered per seminar.
Handouts: All handouts are to be submitted in electronic format by deadline noted on speaker agreement.
Electronic submissions ONLY*: info@aded.net
Questions can be directed to elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org or by calling 866-672-9466 			
*All submissions are peer-reviewed by the education committee and rated by the following criteria:
Abstract quality, Goals (measurable and objective), Topic related driver rehabilitation.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: July 31, 2013

NewsBrake
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Off to the Races!
by Beth Anderson Gibson, OTR/L,
CDRS

The Georgia/SC ADED chapter had one of
the coolest chapter meetings EVER! We
convened at the Atlanta Motorsports Park
in Dawsonville, GA (home of NASCAR
champ Bill Elliott). We were hosted by
Zeke Massie of the ZeKenetic Foundation
and Drew Ewing of Fandango Racing.
Both men are paraplegic, and they compete
against able-bodied drivers. Zeke competes
with a right angle hand control on the right
side of the wheel. Drew uses portable hand
controls.
The ZeKenetic Foundation is a non-profit
organization integrating the motorsports
community and wheelchair users. ZeKenetic
Foundation’s goal is to maintain a fleet of
accessible, adapted track cars to serve as
student cars to teach other paraplegic and
quadriplegic drivers the complexity of
track driving and its benefits in daily street
driving. Additionally, ZeKenetic Foundation
is excited to provide rental karts with hand
controls at AMP’s concession kart track in
collaboration with TS Racing and AMP.
Zeke and Drew explained to the group the
challenges of competing using automatic
transmission vehicles when the majority
of racers are driving manual shifts. Drew
explained that he found paddle shifts on
the steering wheel and modified it with a
button that lets him downshift. The steering
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wheel is removable, making it easier for
him to enter and exit quickly in multidriver endurance races. He competes in
endurance races where the drivers have to
change places in a matter of seconds. This
is also one of the reasons he continues to
use portable hand controls. The pit crew
removes them or replaces them when
drivers swap out. Both men have won races
and championships and discussed how
finding the right line and being smooth
with the gas and brake allows them to level
the playing field.

These racers have to meet the same
standards as their able-bodied rivals. They
have to be able to exit the car within 15
seconds for safety. There are adaptations
to allow them to compensate for certain
aspects of their disability. Both wear cool
shirts that pump cold water through the
shirt to help keep them stay cool. Drew
pointed out that he cannot exit the car if
there is a delay on the track, so having the
cool shirt on allows him to maintain his
temperature while he waits. Given their
injuries, neither man sweats in a normal
pattern, so the cool shirt is an important
safety feature, given the high temperatures
in the race car. (Tracye Hall melted the heel
of her shoe during her ride along.) Both
use harnesses for added trunk stability, and
Zeke indicated that his race time is eight
seconds faster when he is wearing a harness
than when he is not wearing one. Saving

Summer 2013

seconds is critical to winning as well as
safety. He finds that without the harness he
has to expend much more energy bracing
his trunk with his elbow. Speaking as an
able-bodied passenger, I found myself
bracing with my elbow as we rounded the
turns.
They showed us a go-kart that they are
trying to modify for use by a quadriplegic.
They are having significant challenges due
to the effort required for the steering, so it
is a work in progress.
The most exciting part of the day was the
opportunity to ride along in the race cars.
It was amazing to see how smoothly Zeke
and Drew moved from the hand controls
to the shifters. The G forces really took
a toll. Check out the websites below for
more pictures and information about the
foundation.
www.zekenetic.org/
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJsfljsGqws
www.fandangoracinginc.com/Drew_
Ewing.html

NewsBrake
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ADED Committees 2013
CHAIRS: Roger Kelsch
roger.kelsch@med.va.gov

Board Liaison:
President

Executive Committee

Executive Committee

Jenny Nordine
jenny@drivingtoindependence.
com
Kathy Rakowczyk
kathyaded@gmail.com

Board Liaison:
President Elect
Board Liaison:
Treasurer

Finance Committee

Larry Bowen
larrybowen@telus.net

CHAIR: Janet Stohler
janetcdrs@aol.com
MEMBERS:
Mary Schwartz
Liz Green
Jerry August

Marketing Committee

Board Liaison:
Past President

Marketing Committee
AD-Hoc Committees
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CHAIRS: Dana Benoit
Dana_Benoit@ssss.gouv.qc.ca

Finance Committee

Board Liaison:
President

Quality Committee

Quality Committee

CHAIR: Liz Green
Elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org
1st term: 2013-2014

Sub-committee

Sub-committee

Education

Certification

CHAIRS: Jenny Nordine
jenny@drivingtoindependence.com
2nd Term: 2012-2013

Co-CHAIRS: Kathy Rakowczyk
kathyaded@gmail.com
1st Term: 2012-2013

MEMBERS:
Mary Beth Meyer
Susanne Adamson
Sue Henderson
Kim White
Leah Bell
Janet Berthiaume

Co-CHAIRS: Roger Kelsch
roger.kelsch@med.va.gov
1st Term: 2011-2013

Board Development

Professional Development

CHAIR: Larry Bowen
larrybowen@telus.net
1st term: 2012-2013

CHAIR: Dana Benoit
Dana_Benoit@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
2nd Term: 2012-2013

MEMBERS:
Anne Hegberg
Jurgen Babirad
Craig Rogers

MEMBERS:
Carrie Monagle
Marc Samuels
Stacey Stevens
Jenny Nordine

Scholarship
CHAIRS: Karen Smith
karen@smithotanddriving.com
1st term: 2012-2013
MEMBERS:
Penny Anders
Ana Verran

Publications
CHAIR: Beth Gibson
bgibson@freedomandmobility.com
2ND term: 2013-2014

MEMBERS:
Guy Hanford
Beth Gibson
Mary Schwartz

MEMBERS:
Matt Meltzer
Mary Zatopek
Dr. Johnell Brooks
Leah Belle

AD-HOC: Research

AD-HOC: Legislative Advocacy

CHAIR: Beth Rolland
brolland@kessler-rehab.com

CHAIR: Position Open

MEMBERS:
Anne Dickerson
Johnell Brooks

MEMBERS:
Dan Allison (AH)
Brenda Bennett (TS)
Tommy Crumpton (AH/TS)
Lisa Clubb (AH)

MEMBERS:
Donna Stressel
Carol Wheatley
Holly Alexander
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AD-HOC: Contact Hour
Application Process
CHAIR: Laura Juel
laura.juel@duke.edu
MEMBERS:
Matt Pagels
Mark Whitehouse
Natalie Goldman
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ADED, Inc.

Profit & Loss

January through December 2012
Jan - Dec 12
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Advertising
Certification
Chapter Meetings
Conference
Contributions/Donations
Education
Interest
Membership Dues

438,610.77

Total Income

438,610.77

Gross Profit
Expense
ADED Educational Courses
Annual Conference
Awards & Appreciation
Certification Expense
Chapters
Consultants
Depreciation
Marketing
Operating
Publications
Scholarships
Taxes
Travel and Meetings
Wages

32,908.27
127,750.50
4,874.08
22,401.38
1,314.08
13,702.36
387.00
12,926.09
24,453.06
21,352.21
9,250.00
3,961.59
39,463.82
51,785.54

Total Expense

366,529.98
72,080.79

Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

NewsBrake

41,068.40
35,936.31
3,600.00
218,280.66
16,814.50
36,903.50
1,213.25
84,794.15

72,080.79

Summer 2013
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2013 ADED BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Michele Luther-Krug

Amy Lane

COTA/L, SCADCM, CDRS,
ROH

OTR/L, CDRS

PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT ELECT

770-487-8753

412-864-3068

Krugdak@aol.com

laneak@upmc.edu

Mary Schwartz

Janet Stohler

OTR, CDRS

OTR/L, CDRS

PAST PRESIDENT

TREASURER

816-591-1053
913-599-0654

540-981-1665
janetcdrs@aol.com

Mary.schwartz75@yahoo.com

Ann St. John

Beth Rolland

OTR, CDRS

OTR, CDRS

SECRETARY

MEMBER AT LARGE

713-722-0667

201-368-6072

annstjohnbell@gmail.com

brolland@kessler-rehab.com

Dean Robertson
B.Ed, CDI, CDRS

Eric Mansfield

MEMBER AT LARGE

MOBILITY EQUIPMENT
DEALER

604-263-5218

330-633-1118

accessdriverrehab@gmail.com

James Morrison

emansfield@mobilityworks.com

Elizabeth Green
OTR/L, CDRS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CORPORATE

Toll free: 866-672-9466

586-843-3816

direct line: 828-855-1623

james@veigel-na.com

cell phone: 828-302-2119
Elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org
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Left Foot Accelerator

The Carospeed Menox Hand Control is
specifically designed to give physically
limited drivers the benefit of control and
ease when driving a vehicle. Driving becomes an easy and enjoyable experience
with Carospeed Menox.

Flip-Up & Quick Release

Common reasons for choosing Autoadapt
Menox Hand Controls
-Floor mounted push pull with more
adjustability.
- "brake latch" enables use of right hand.
- aesthetically designed to match vehicle style.
-not an obstruction when moving in
and out of vehicle.
- transferable into future vehicle.
-multi-function option for secondary controls

Steering Devices

Pedal Extensions

Carospeed Menox
Hand Controls

Pedal Guard

www.autoadapt.com
Distributed in the USA and Canada by Driving Systems Inc.

Scott System Driving Controls
dSi provides the technology
necessary for disabled drivers
to experience independence

Secondary Controls

.

The Scott Driving System has been developed over the last 40
years and is a complete system
which permits the physically
challenged to safely perform all
driving tasks without assistance,
including entering and leaving the
vehicle. The system provides for
safe extended mobility for the
driver who must remain in his
or her wheelchair while driving The system
has been successful in a
variety of disabilities. Patients
with post polio, multiple sclerosis,
muscular dystrophy, spinal
muscular atrophy and spinal cord
injury up to C4/C5 are
successfully driving on a daily
basis.

The CP05 Palm Control steering knob
is equipped with 3 rocker switches to
provide six switches in total. Each
switch is designed and programmed to
operate specific secondary controls.
The switches provide primary and
residual operations. The primary
operation is achieved by a smooth
touch of the button. The residual
operation is achieved by holding the
button ON for about one second.

driving systems incorporated
16139 Runnymede Street Van Nuys CA 91406 U.S.A.
Tel: 818.782.6793 Fax: 818.782.6485
www.drivingsystems.com info@drivingsystems.com

NewsBrake
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- Reliability
- Low Maintenance
-Long Service Life
- OEM Steering Option
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Enjoy

both hands on the wheel !

Digital Accelerator Ring
optimized for speed

I took delivery of my Porsche
Saturday morning. All I can say,
you guys do awesome work.
Beautiful work. The controls
are seamless. You cannot even
tell if the hand-controls are
OEM or not. It looks factory
done. The throttle ring seems
as if it belongs on the steering wheel. Since I come from a
quality assurance background
in engineering, I check for discrepancies in workmanship.
And looking at your installation, it was very hard to find
any which explains the cost.
It’s well worth it. I’ve always
driven with the ‘old school,
push and pull’ type controls
for the past 23 years and I actually like this (DARIOS system)
much better. It was easy to
adapt to. The learning curve is
very short.
Pres P., CA

KEMPF is a NMEDA member.

DARIOS is VA accepted.
No maintenance required. Lifetime warranty.
KEMPF features nationwide free at-home pick-up, delivery
and at-home next day service should the need arise.

www.kempf-usa.com 1-888-4-KEMPF-US (453-6738)
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